The Following information covers multiple internship opportunities for students. It is completely up to you as the student to contact the individual listed and discuss with them the potential to intern with their firm. Once you have finalized your internship, please complete the Internship Application and have the employer complete the Employer Data Sheet which can be found at http://www.mtsu.edu/management/internships.php and submit them to Dr. Shanine via email Kristen.shanine@mtsu.edu, fax, or in person. In addition, you can come by the office to speak about internships, the requirements, or just to discuss the program as a whole with Dr. Shanine in BAS N143 or with Deborah Roberts in BAS office N147, via phone by calling 615-898-2745, or via email Deborah.roberts@mtsu.edu.

In addition to the below listed internships, you can always visit MTSU's career development site for additional opportunities. Handshake is MTSU's online recruiting database for professional entry-level positions and paid internships that prepare students for professional career fields. Handshake is the first place employers connect with our students campus-wide, and positions are continually updated.

**Tennessee Small Business Development Center (TSBDC)**

The Tennessee Small Business Development Center (TSBDC) at MTSU is soliciting for interns for the Fall Semester. TSBDC interns will assist in a range of business-oriented functions while working with potential and current business owners in Middle Tennessee. Interns will work under the guidance of a business counselor and will perform activities including, but not limited to, general research, business plan development, business plan review, operations analysis, financial analysis, market plan development, good and service portfolio analysis, logistics and supply chain analysis, creation of training materials, and presentation of recommendations to clients.

This is a paid internship and will require fifteen to twenty hours per week, on a static schedule.

**Requirements:**

- Applicants must enroll in Management 4950 (internship for credit class)
- Business Major
- Junior or Senior
- Resume
- Cover letter
- Pass Interview

For additional information regarding Management 4950 please review the internship website at http://www.mtsu.edu/management/internships.php or contact Dr. Kristen Shanine. Email: Kristen.Shanine@mtsu.edu Phone: 615-494-8993.

For additional information regarding the internship, contact the TSBDC. Email csowner@tsbdc.org Phone:
State Farm Insurance Agency

**Job Description**
The purpose of the internship position available in my State Farm agency is to increase my agency’s Auto, Life, Home and Bank production by marketing to both existing, on-board clients as well as marketing to those not currently insured with us. The position would involve the intern working for a minimum of 10 hours a week. The maximum hours of work per week would be based on the availability of the intern.

The marketing will involve phone calls to be made by the intern to those two groups of people. The marketing will also involve some face to face “brand building” by having the intern visit many of the leasing offices of local apartment complexes, mortgage brokers offices, and real estate agencies in order to help establish as well as reinforce relationships with my agency and those centers of influence. The goal of these visits is to increase exposure for my agency in the renters and home buyer’s market and the business people that facilitate those transactions.

Since the intern will be operating in a typical office environment, they will also be involved in some of the day to day work involved in the running of an insurance agency. The intern would also have the potential for a permanent position with my agency based on the quality of the performance of the intern and availability of a position.

Trevor Haggard  
trevor@trevorismyagent.com  615-717-7519  
^add until notified otherwise^

---

**Spread the Positive**

Spread The Positive Intern Job Description

Fall 2021 Internship will be a 12-week internship. Working as a Spread The Positive intern you will work as a social media & marketing intern. You will learn valuable lessons around branding, graphic design, storytelling, content creation, marketing, e-commerce and a variety of areas to make a real impact with the work you are doing. Spread The Positive is a content creation and media production company that showcases and facilitates efforts that are making a positive impact in our local communities. Podcasts, video series, commercials, audio recording services, social media campaigns, positive PR campaigns, and other services
are all offered through our company. You will have the opportunity to work on projects in all of the services listed above, get exposure to day-to-day operations, connect with amazing content creators, and have a successful and meaningful internship.

Bring your ambition, enthusiasm and big ideas to this internship and you will have a great experience!

Projects you will be working on will include and requirements:

• Update content throughout the social media assets of Spread The Positive
• Create content around positive, uplifting, and inspiring stories.
• e-Commerce management. Product and apparel development.
• Work with the Media team on content creation. Organize media shoots.
• Current student at an accredited university
• Freshman, Sophomore, Junior, Senior or Graduate student
• Analytical Skills
• Excel
• Project Management
• Strong Communication Skills

Spread The Positive is a multimedia content creation company. With focuses in podcast creation, video series, positive PR campaigns, and more all based around uplifting and positive content. As an intern you will be building the brand awareness of Spread The Positive and ultimately making direct impact through our community outreach opportunities. As an intern you will be very involved with the inner workings of a media company. You will be directly involved with real projects and building a company based around the principles of Spread The Positive.

Check out spreadthepositive.net for more information.

Now accepting resumes and applications.
Showcasing and Facilitating "what's going right"

www.spreadthepositive.net

Contact: Trent Denson. trendenson86@gmail.com

Join us at Woodard Brothers Distributing!

https://www.woodardbros.com/hiring/

**Employer:** Woodard Brothers Distributing  
**Department:** Packaging  
**Job Title:** On-Call Packaging Associate  
**Location:** Nashville, TN  
**Supervisor Title:** Packing Supervisor  
**Pay:** $15.00/hr
General Purpose of Job:
Follow instructions provided on work orders or communicated by Packing Supervisor to assemble finished goods
Accurately and efficiently perform assigned packaging tasks.

Regular Duties and Responsibilities:
Follow assembly instructions
Report quality, process, equipment, and material problems to Packaging Supervisor
Maintain a safe and clean work environment
Punctuality is ESSENTIAL
Once a schedule is set, if you are late or leave early without prior clearance, disciplinary actions may be taken

Occasional duties and Responsibilities:
Support other operations departments to meet business needs

Competency Categories:
Quality- Demonstrates accuracy and thoroughness; Looks for ways to improve and promote quality; Applies feedback to improve performance Monitors own work to ensure quality.

Quantity- Meets productivity standards; Completes work in a timely manner; Strives to increase productivity; Works quickly

Safety and Security- Observes safety and security procedures; Determines appropriate action beyond guidelines; Reports potentially unsafe conditions; Uses equipment and materials properly.

Attendance/Punctuality- Is consistently at work on time; Ensures work responsibilities are covered when absent; Arrives at meetings and appointments on time
Knowledge and Skills Required:
Prior experience in warehouse work preferred, but not required.

Language Skills:
Basic Skills- Ability to read and comprehend simple instructions, short correspondence, and memos. Ability to write simple correspondence. Ability to effectively present information in one-on-one and small group situations to customers and other employees.

Mathematical Skills:
Minimum Skills- Ability to add and subtract two-digit numbers and divide 10’s and 100's. Ability to perform these operations using units of American money and weight measurements, volume and distance.

Basic Skills- Ability to apply common sense understanding to carry out detailed but uninvolved written or oral instructions. Ability to deal with problems involving a few concrete variables in standardized situations.

Physical Movement Required on the Job:
Standing- Continually
Walking- Frequently
Sitting- Occasionally
Using hand to finger, handle or feel- Continually
Reach with hands and arms- Continually
Stoop, kneel, crouch or crawl- Occasionally
Talk or hear- Occasionally
Lifting up to 10lbs- Continually
Lifting up to 25lbs- Frequently
Lifting up to 50lbs- Occasionally

Vision Requirements:
Clear vision at 20 inches or less
Clear vision at 20 feet or more
Ability to identify and distinguish colors
Depth perception

Work Environment:
Working near mechanical parts
Indoors
Moderate noise

Contact: Sarah Lang
Director of HR
Woodard Brothers Distributing, LLC. Sarah@woodardbros.com

ITW CIP Tennessee
Job Title: Human Resource Intern
Location: 850 Steam Plant Rd. Gallatin, TN
Pay: $16.00 per hour
Date of Posting:
Posting Expiration:

Business Description:
ITW CIP specializes in the design and manufacturing of fasteners and related products. These consist primarily of specially designed, internally multi-threaded spring steel fasteners. While the majority of our products are supplied to the automotive industry, ITW CIP also supplies a variety of other industries including appliance, computer and farm machinery manufacturers. ITW CIP is looking for a self-motivated Human Resource intern that is passionate about learning and with a continuous improvement mindset. The Human Resource internship is intended to give students hands-on experience and exposure to a variety of different HR and quality focused responsibilities across the organization.

Essential Functions:
- Updating company databases by inputting new employee contact information and employment details
- Screening potential employees’ resumes and application forms to identify suitable candidates to fill company job vacancies
- Organizing interviews with candidates
- Posting and removing job advertisements to job boards and social media platforms.
- Assisting in a variety of HR projects
- Assisting in the planning of company events
- Preparing and sending offer and rejection letters or emails to candidates
- Coordinating new hire orientations and safety training
- Other duties as assigned

Minimum Requirements:
- Currently pursuing a Bachelor's degree in Human Resource Management
- Junior level educational status or above
- Prior Human Resource Internship experience preferred
- Proven experience working in an office environment
- Working knowledge of U.S. labor laws
- Familiarity with HRIS (Human Resources Information System) software is advantageous
- Proficiency in all Microsoft Office applications
- Strong attention to detail, verbal and written communication skills
- The ability to work as part of a team
- Strong analytical and problem-solving skills
- Excellent administrative and organizational skills
- Understanding and compliance with safety rules and regulations

Contact person: Amie Davenport  
adavenport@itwcip.com

We are an equal employment opportunity employer. All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, gender, national origin, disability status, protected veteran status, or any characteristic protected by law

Bumpus Harley-Davidson of Murfreesboro

Job Title: Human Resource Intern
Location: 2250 NW Broad Street, Murfreesboro, TN
Pay: $15.00 per hour

Business Description:
Bumpus Harley Davidson of TN has four location, Murfreesboro, Memphis, Jackson and Lynchburg. The Lynchburg store is considered a boutique store and focuses on clothing only, the other three stores have fully operational bike sales, motorclothes sales, parts sales and service. In the past all of the stores have operated independently, and now we are moving to standardize the HR functions.

Bumpus Harley Davidson is looking for a self-motivated Human Resource Intern that has a desire to grow and develop critical skills and learning in the world of Human Resources.

Essential Functions:
- Research current/existing training materials.
- Communicate with managers, owners, employees to learn and understand what is relevant today.
- Learn the Harley Davidson systems to access relevant training materials.
- Utilize what you learn to help develop a well written, pictorial training manual for all departments.
- Work with payroll specialize to further develop a more robust on-boarding program.

> Training videos

Minimum Requirements:
- Currently pursuing a Master’s or Bachelor’s Degree in Human Resource Management or Organization Development.
- Working knowledge of U.S. Labor Laws
- Familiar with HRIS Software
- Proficient in all Microsoft Office Applications
- Strong attention to detail, verbal and written communication skills
- That ability to work independently
- Excellent administrative and organizational skills

Please submit resumes to Debbie Moates (debbie.moates@bumpush-d.com)

We are an equal opportunity employer. All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, gender, national origin, disability status, protected veteran status or any characteristic protected by law.
Duration:
This internship will last for one semester. Chick-fil-A Murfreesboro reserves the right to end the internship at any time if an individual is no longer a good fit for the program based on adherence to the Team Member Handbook, Core Values of the company and/or MTSU Program Guidelines.

Post-Internship Agreement:
Upon completion of the internship if a student would like to stay with Chick-fil-A Murfreesboro they may re-apply for the same internship, apply for a different internship within Chick-fil-A Murfreesboro, apply for our post-graduate Leadership Development Program (Seniors only) or enter the Pathway to More Growth pipeline to pursue a role strictly in restaurant equivalent to their relevant level of restaurant experience.

Uniform:
Interns at Chick-fil-A Murfreesboro will dress appropriately for their role in the business either being business casual or restaurant attire. Interns will be required to purchase Shoes for Crews.

Pay:
Pay will be within a range of $10.50-$12/hour depending on interviews and/or experience.
Role:
To aid the Director team in running an efficient, safe, profitable and effective kitchen with the goal of providing excellent service that create a place of restoration for each guest.

Goals of Internship:
To understand how to use their specific skillset to provide a place of restoration for our team and guests.
To grow in knowledge and experience in your profession
To be intentionally developed as a leader and a person

Your Role on Our Team:
• All great leadership starts with self-leadership. In our internship program you will learn how to develop a vision and execute that vision. You will master time and priority management.
• You will assist in both the front of house and back of house operations.
• You will regularly monitor key business metrics to track results and act on areas of opportunity.
• You will brainstorm and execute specific business projects to help continue to grow as a place of restoration.
• You will monitor business progress and lead change as necessary.
• You will attend monthly meetings with all Internship participants, post-grad LDP participants and other Executive Staff.
• You will receive hands on, in depth training.
• You will have designated time spent in each relevant area of the business, learning our current operations and having the time to add value.

Responsibilities:
• Learn all elements of the kitchen to gain insight on how to run an efficient, profitable and guest obsessed business.
• Master and monitor usage of date dots, AHA system, forecast sheets and other systems in
• Become an expert on Food Safety, spending time in the restaurants to maintain and coach to excellence in that area.
• Learn how to order truck and place the order as needed by Directors.
• Master proper preparation of all items in the kitchen ensure that food quality is excellent at all times.
• Attend and assist with mock EcoSure and Deloitte visits. Take part in formal EcoSure and Deloitte visits.

What you get when you join the family
• A library of over 50 of the best leadership books available
• Chick-Fil-A Scholarship Eligibility for up to $14,000
• Ability to qualify for $500 / semester of tuition reimbursement
• FREE Meals Every Shift
• Sundays Off!
FINANCIAL RETURN INTERN

Role:
Create a culture of excellence in financial stewardship and return by creating, leading and implementing systems that will be the standard for innovation and high-performing teams throughout the Chick-fil-A chain.

Goals of Internship:
To understand how to use their specific skillset to provide a place of restoration for our team and guests.
To grow in knowledge and experience in your profession
To be intentionally developed as a leader and a person

Your Role on Our Team:
• All great leadership starts with self-leadership. In our internship program you will learn how to develop a vision and execute that vision. You will master time and priority management.
• You will assist in both the front of house and back of house operations.
• You will regularly monitor key business metrics to track results and act on areas of opportunity.
• You will brainstorm and execute specific business projects to help continue to grow as a place of restoration.
• You will monitor business progress and lead change as necessary.
• You will attend monthly meetings with all Internship participants, post-grad LDP participants and other Executive Staff.
• You will receive hands on, in depth training.
• You will have designated time spent in each relevant area of the business, learning our current operations and having the time to add value.

Responsibilities:
• Be fully trained on Deposit duties and fulfill those responsibilities 2x/week.
• Weekly Meetings with the Financial Return Director to discuss current profitability of each restaurant, IPO at each restaurant and current projects to increase financial
• Assist with spot counts, mid-month count and end of month count at each restaurant.
• Work to complete and brainstorm projects surrounding the Incremental Profit Opportunity at each location. Learn in depth all of the areas of opportunity and how we can best use financial analysis to increase profitability and decrease waste.
• Learn how Chick-fil-A uses ample financial documents and resources to achieve profitability
• Gain practical insight on using real world accounting and finance principals to achieve financials goals of the company.

What you get when you join the family
• A library of over 50 of the best leadership books available
• Chick-Fil-A Scholarship Eligibility for up to $14,000
• Ability to qualify for $500 / semester of tuition reimbursement
• FREE Meals Every Shift
• Sundays Off!
Role:
Provide excellent hospitality to our guests consistent with the Chick-fil-A strategy and model. Execute current systems and brainstorm new ways to ensure that our guests feel cared for and restored upon each visit.

Goals of Internship:
To understand how to use their specific skillset to provide a place of restoration for our team and guests.
To grow in knowledge and experience in your profession
To be intentionally developed as a leader and a person

Your Role on Our Team:
• All great leadership starts with self-leadership. In our internship program you will learn how to develop a vision and execute that vision. You will master time and priority management.
• You will assist in both the front of house and back of house operations.
• You will regularly monitor key business metrics to track results and act on areas of opportunity.
• You will brainstorm and execute specific business projects to help continue to grow as a place of restoration.
• You will monitor business progress and lead change as necessary.
• You will attend monthly meetings with all Internship participants, post-grad LDP participants and other Executive Staff.
• You will receive hands on, in depth training.
• You will have designated time spent in each relevant area of the business, learning our current operations and having the time to add value.

Responsibilities:
• Gain a deep understanding of the model of hospitality created by Chick-fil-A.
• Become an expert on the various hospitality strategies and systems at Chick-fil-A and work with the Directors to coach our team on providing next level service.
• Brainstorm unique ways we can care and create special experiences for our guests.
• Regularly monitor our Customer Experience Monitor scores and work with Directors to ensure that we maintain a position in the top 20% of at Chick-fil-A’s.
• Work alongside our team to coach on 2nd Mile Service, Winning Hearts Every day and to serve our guests with excellence.
• Brainstorm special projects and initiatives with the Directors on how we could provide hospitality to our guests.
• Respond to all CARES and provide 2nd Mile Service to guests using the HEARD model, seeking to provide restoration when their experience is less than excellent.

What you get when you join the family

• A library of over 50 of the best leadership books available
• Chick-Fil-A Scholarship Eligibility for up to $14,000
• Ability to qualify for $500 / semester of tuition reimbursement
• FREE Meals Every Shift
• Sundays Off!
Role:
Create a culture of excellence in recruiting, onboarding and retaining top talent in our area. Create an environment where we have a culture of truly being a place of restoration for our team members as they provide that for our guests.

Goals of Internship:
To understand how to use their specific skillset to provide a place of restoration for our team and guests.
To grow in knowledge and experience in your profession
To be intentionally developed as a leader and a person

Your Role on Our Team:
• All great leadership starts with self-leadership. In our internship program you will learn how to develop a vision and execute that vision. You will master time and priority management.
• You will assist in both the front of house and back of house operations.
• You will regularly monitor key business metrics to track results and act on areas of opportunity.
• You will brainstorm and execute specific business projects to help continue to grow as a place of restoration.
• You will monitor business progress and lead change as necessary.
• You will attend monthly meetings with all Internship participants, post-grad LDP participants and other Executive Staff.
• You will receive hands on, in depth training.
• You will have designated time spent in each relevant area of the business, learning our current operations and having the time to add value.

Responsibilities:
• Spend time in the restaurants working alongside the team in position to build relationships, provide cultural support and ensure that all areas of the business are up to standard.
• Weekly Meetings with the HR Director and Culture Director to discuss the people overview.
• Brainstorm and execute unique recruiting opportunities within MTSU and the community.
• Attend New Team Member Orientation to help set up, engage team members and help them feel welcomed into our culture.
• Maintain break areas at both restaurants to ensure they are refreshing clean, engaging and a place of restoration for our team.
• Stay up to date on relevant fun events we could do with our team. Example - National Donut Day, Compliment Day, etc.
• Oversee Shoutout Board at each location and execute celebrations.
• Brainstorm and execute creative, unique ways to use team member social media to deepen the culture within the team.
Role:
Utilize the four marketing assets of Food, People, Cows and Influence on a daily basis to create relationships, build trust, and grow sales.

Goals of Internship:
To understand how to use their specific skillset to provide a place of restoration for our team and guests.
To grow in knowledge and experience in your profession.
To be intentionally developed as a leader and a person.

Your Role on Our Team:
- All great leadership starts with self-leadership. In our internship program you will learn how to develop a vision and execute that vision. You will master time and priority management.
- You will assist in both the front of house and back of house operations.
- You will regularly monitor key business metrics to track results and act on areas of opportunity.
- You will brainstorm and execute specific business projects to help continue to grow as a place of restoration.
- You will monitor business progress and lead change as necessary.
- You will attend monthly meetings with all Internship participants, post-grad LDP participants and other Executive Staff.
- You will receive hands on, in depth training.
- You will have designated time spent in each relevant area of the business, learning our current operations and having the time to add value.

Responsibilities:
- Attend weekly meetings with Marketing Director to discuss current business goals and results.
- Post the check averages in the break area of each restaurant for the team to view.
- Assist with monthly large-scale distribution and Cow handling.
- Assist Marketing Director with monthly marketing and advertising plan to reach different audiences on different platforms helping current business needs.
- Brainstorm and explore new opportunities to engage community on social media.
- Work alongside Catering teams to brainstorm new opportunities for sales within the community.
- Weekly execution and tracking of samplings in the restaurant.
- Assist in planning and executing Chick-fil-A unique events as well as decorating for the holidays.
- Spend time working alongside the team in position each week to build relationships and ensure that all areas are up to standard.
Internship Description

HoneyHill HomeCare, LLC will provide the intern with opportunities allowing hands-on experience on a broad range of projects. The intern will gain experience in several areas of business. Rebecca Cutter, HoneyHill HomeCare’s Executive Director, will delegate tasks to the intern as needed.

Although our business is to send caregivers into our client’s homes to provide non-medical home care assistance, the intern will not have responsibilities assigned related to directly providing in-home care services for our clients.

The scope of the intern responsibilities will be, but not limited to, the following:

- Inside and outside sales
- Online marketing and SEO
- Social media and website management
- Volunteering and networking within our market’s community of like-minded businesses
- Human resources i.e. interviewing, recruiting, scheduling, etc.
- Office & Administrative work i.e. filing, answering phones, organizing, etc.
- Running errands to stock up on office supplies, drop brochures off, grab lunch or coffee, etc.
- Data entry into our CRM database
- Analyze and compare our competition and create Excel spreadsheets displaying the data found.
• Accounting, Recordkeeping, Filing
• Putting existing marketing materials and “Client & Sales Call Folders” together
• Develop creative marketing materials with guidance of their supervisor

We are looking for interns who possess the following characteristics:

• Strong work ethic
• Team player
• Attentive listener
• Personable
• Able to adapt and problem solve
• Flexible
• Eager to learn

Contact Becca Cutter, Executive Director at rcutter@honeyhillhc.com for more information.
Looking to become an intern serving the homeless and disadvantaged for Rutherford County?

The Journey Home Internship Program is an unpaid, semester-long internship that offers university students the opportunity to explore the world of nonprofit work. The goal of the Internship Program is to link college coursework and theory with career responsibilities and expectations to help students visualize their future.

Founded in 2006, The Journey Home is a Christian ministry that serves the homeless and disadvantaged of Rutherford County. The agency does this by meeting basic needs with day-to-day resources like meals and food staples, laundry and shower facilities, restrooms and hygiene products, clothing, communication resources (mail service, public phones, computer and internet access), and case management services including coaching and referrals through our outreach center.

The agency works to build relationships that encourage hope and strategies for moving in a new direction, reintegrating into mainstream community life through housing programs and service coordination including physical and mental health, addiction recovery, employment, parenting, household management, faith-building, and relational wellness to meet people at their point of need.

The Journey Home offers internship opportunities for business, social work, marketing, nutrition and public health. Below are brief descriptions of potential internships.

DEVELOPMENT AND FUNDRAISING INTERN

Overview of duties

• Support revenue-generation activities in major gifts, grants, direct mail and events.
• Assist with daily needs related to thank you notes and donor communication
• Assist with thank you notes and data entry in Sales Force Database
• Assist in cultivating relationships with The Journey Home donors.
• Help determine potential grants, sponsorships, and prospects.

OUTREACH AND COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS INTERN
Overview of duties
Community Partnerships has a concentration in working with faith-based organizations, civic groups, businesses, and organizations to partner with The Journey Home.
• Help develop new partnerships with groups to host drives, or to volunteer, provide Spring Cleaning at the Outreach Center, etc.
• Assist with recruitment and organization of volunteer to groups to help with many different aspects of The Journey Home.
• Help plan outreach strategies to reach new audiences. This could be via social media posts, press releases, creating fun videos, etc.

CREATIVE CONTENT INTERNSHIP
Overview of duties
The Creative Content or ‘design’ intern is responsible for providing support for the marketing department through a variety of channels, print, digital, web, video and other as assigned. The creative intern will assist with the development and design of core creative processes to include guidelines, collateral event materials and a variety of other creative tasks as assigned. The creative intern may also be assigned various website updates utilizing WordPress.
• The creative intern’s primary duties include, but are not limited to:
• Prepare images to coincide with social and blog posts.
• Assist with website and blog updates via WordPress.
• Assist with collateral updates and version control.
• Creation and updates to various collateral.

MARKETING & COMMUNICATION INTERNSHIP
Overview of duties
• Assist with adherence of The Journey Home Branding Guidelines
• Assist with the development of the newsletter – assisting with writing articles
• Help develop and maintain communication calendar
• Assist in writing stories illustrating client needs and outcomes
• Strategize, create and deliver e-mail marketing campaigns
• Assist in writing and distributing press releases
• Write and distribute blog, as well as developing and maintaining a strategy
• Help create content on website and social media platforms
• Monitor and report analytics from website, social media platforms

OUTREACH CENTER AND COMMUNITY CAFÉ
SOCIAL WORK INTERNSHIP
Overview of duties
The Social Work Intern is responsible for the administrative portion of enrolling a client. The social work intern will assist with the program and intake processes.
The social work intern’s primary duties include, but are not limited to:
• Database entry and reporting.
• Answering the phone.
• Providing support in the intake process.
• Assisting with providing basic needs.
• Providing support through Microsoft office suite.
NUTRITION INTERNSHIP

Overview of duties

The Nutrition Intern is responsible for helping with the Community Café. Planning meals, grocery shopping lists while staying within budget. Additionally, the intern will assist with preparing for breakfast and rotating meal in the coolers to insure freshness.

The nutrition intern’s primary duties include, but are not limited to:

• Working with volunteers in preparing meals
• Adhering to a budget while planning meals
• Organizing coolers ensuring that dated food has not expired and recommending meals to use existing items in the cooler.

INTERN REQUIREMENTS

• Students must be currently enrolled rising juniors/seniors or previously graduated from an accredited university.
• Interns are required to provide their own transportation.
• Students must submit their letter of interest and resume to apply. A letter of support is preferred but not required.

Send your inquiry to Lisbeth Couser, LCouser@LoveGodServePeople.org

Thank you for your interest.